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Abstract

Pyramidal cells in layer V of the neocortex are one of the most widely studied neuron types in the mammalian brain. Due to
their role as integrators of feedforward and cortical feedback inputs, they are well positioned to contribute to the symptoms
and pathology in mental disorders — such as schizophrenia — that are characterized by a mismatch between the internal
perception and external inputs. In this modelling study, we analyze the input/output properties of layer V pyramidal cells
and their sensitivity to modelled genetic variants in schizophrenia-associated genes. We show that the excitability of layer
V pyramidal cells and the way they integrate inputs in space and time are altered by many types of variants in ion-channel
and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes that have been identified as risk genes by recent genome-wide association studies. We
also show that the variability in the output patterns of spiking and Ca2+ transients in layer V pyramidal cells is altered
by these model variants. Importantly, we show that many of the predicted effects are robust to noise and qualitatively
similar across different computational models of layer V pyramidal cells. Our modelling framework reveals several aspects of
single-neuron excitability that can be linked to known schizophrenia-related phenotypes and existing hypotheses on disease
mechanisms. In particular, our models predict that single-cell steady-state firing rate is positively correlated with the coding
capacity of the neuron and negatively correlated with the amplitude of a prepulse-mediated adaptation and sensitivity to
coincidence of stimuli in the apical dendrite and the perisomatic region of a layer V pyramidal cell. These results help to
uncover the voltage-gated ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-associated genetic underpinnings of schizophrenia phenotypes
and biomarkers.

Introduction

Pyramidal cells constitute the majority of neurons in the mammalian cerebral cortex and play an important role in cognitive
processes [1, 2]. Layer V pyramidal cells (L5PCs) extend their apical dendrites throughout the cortical thickness of the
neocortex and integrate information from local and distant sources [3, 4]. Alterations in the L5PC excitability and its
ability to process context- and sensory drive-dependent inputs have been proposed as a cause for hallucinations and other
impairments of sensory perceptions related to mental disease [4, 5, 6]. In line with this hypothesis, genetic variants in
voltage-gated ion channel-encoding genes and their altered expression have been associated with the risk of mental disorders
[7, 8]. In this work, we use computational models of L5PCs to systematically study the impact of small-effect variants on
L5PC excitability and phenotypes associated with schizophrenia (SCZ).

SCZ is a highly heritable mental disorder (heritability estimates range from 0.6–0.8 [9]) with an estimated 0.3–0.7%
prevalence in the world population [10]. Recent genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have identified a large number of
genetic loci involved in the risk of the mental disease [11]. These loci implicate hundreds of susceptibility genes, many of which
encode voltage-gated ion channels and Ca2+ transporters [11]. In this work, we use our recently developed computational
framework [12] for studying how the integration of information in L5PCs may be distorted in SCZ.

In our previous work [12], we showed that variants of SCZ-associated genes affect the excitability of the model neuron of
[13] and its responses to dendritic inputs. In particular, we showed that many variants alter the way the neuron responds to
a second stimulus with a close resemblance to the deficits in prepulse inhibition (PPI) [12]. PPI of the startle response is a
widely applied behavioural test, where an auditory pre-stimulus inhibits the startle response to a second (stronger) stimulus
when presented 30–300 ms in advance [14]. Deficits in PPI are associated with SCZ [14] and to a lesser degree with bipolar
disorder [15]. Although statistical genetics and GWASs have helped to make associations between gene variants and disease
phenotypes, the mechanisms of PPI deficits and other circuit dysfunctions related to SCZ are incompletely understood at
the cellular level.
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In this work, we aim at bridging the gap of knowledge between SCZ genetics and disease phenotypes by using biophysically
detailed models to uncover the influence of SCZ-associated genes on integration of information in L5PCs. L5PC population
displays a wide diversity of morphological and electrophysiological behaviours [16], which has been overlooked in most
modeling studies. To capture this variability, we use two separate models for thick-tufted L5PCs [13, 17] with partly
overlapping ion-channel mechanisms and modes of input-output relationships. Furthermore, we generate alternative models
that capture a continuum of firing properties between those attained by the models of [13] and [17]. We use these models to
explore the sensitivity of different input-output relationships to subtle variation in ion-channel kinetics or Ca2+ dynamics.
We show that most of the effects of SCZ-associated variants reported in [12] are robust across different types of layer V
pyramidal neurons. Further, to generalize the results to in vivo-like conditions, we show that the effects of these model
variants on single-L5PC excitability and integration of inputs persist when the model neuron is stimulated with noisy inputs.
We also show that the model variants alter the way L5PCs code the input information both in terms of output action
potentials and intracellular [Ca2+], which could contribute to both altered activity in the downstream neurons and synaptic
long-term potentiation. Although our models of common variants alone cause small alterations to the neuron behaviour,
we show that, when combined, they can radically affect the neuronal responses. Taken together, our results show a wide
diversity in how SCZ-associated voltage-gated ion channel-encoding genes affect input-output relationships in L5PCs, and
our framework helps to predict how these relationships are correlated with each other.

Methods and materials

The L5PC models and underlying ion channels

We employ two neuron models, the “Hay model” [13] and the “Almog model” [17]. Both models are multi-compartmental
Hodgkin-Huxley type of models with reconstructed morphologies from layer V thick-tufted pyramidal neurons. The Hay
model includes the following trans-membrane currents: Fast inactivating Na+ current (INat), persistent Na+ current (INap),
non-specific cation current (Ih), muscarinic K+ current (Im), slow inactivating K+ current (IKp), fast inactivating K+

current (IKt), fast non-inactivating K+ current (IKv3.1), high-voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+ current (ICaHV A), low-voltage-
activated (LVA) Ca2+ current (ICaLV A), small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ current (ISK), and finally, the passive leak
current (Ileak). The Almog model includes a slightly different set of trans-membrane currents: Fast inactivating Na+ current
(INat), non-specific cation current (Ih), slow inactivating K+ current (IKp), fast inactivating K+ current (IKt), HVA Ca2+

current (ICaHV A), medium-voltage-activated Ca2+ current (ICaMVA), small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ current (ISK),
large-conductance voltage and Ca2+-gated K+ current (IBK), and finally, the passive leak current (Ileak).

It is not perfectly clear which particular ion channel subunits underlie each of these currents. mRNAs of ion channel-
encoding genes KCNA2, KCND2, KCND3, CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, CACNA1D, CACNA1E, CACNA1G, CACNA1H,
CACNA1I, HCN1, and HCN2 were observed in L5PCs in a study of postnatal rat neocortices at various stages of develop-
ment [18]. Of these, CACNA1A, CACNA1B, CACNA1C, and CACNA1D encode the alpha subunit of HVA Ca2+ channels
and thus contribute to ICaHV A, and CACNA1G, CACNA1H, CACNA1I contribute to ICaLV A and possibly ICaMVA

1, while
the genes KCNA2, KCND2, and KCND3 encode K+ channel subunits that might contribute to the slow IKp current, and
the genes HCN1 and HCN2 encode subunits for a non-specific ion channel (contributing to Ih). Expression of KCNC1 was
observed in certain subpopulations of L5PCs [20], and expression of KCNB1 and KCNB2 was observed in layer V or VI
pyramidal neurons [21]. Channels encoded by KCNB1 and KCNB2 subunits likely contribute to the IKp current due to
their slow activation kinetics, while KCNC1 -based channels form the IKv3.1 current included in the Hay model. Expression
of muscarinic potassium channel-encoding genes KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 in L5PCs was reported in [22], and these genes are
known to contribute to the Im current.

Expression of Na+ channel subunit-encoding genes SCN2A and SCN8A was observed in pyramidal cells of all layers of
human epileptic tissue [23]. In another study, expression of genes SCN1A, SCN2A, SCN3A, and SCN6A in L5PCs was
observed [24], while expression of SCN1A was not observed in [23]. Of the genes encoding Na+ channel α subunits, SCN1A,
SCN2A and SCN3A, alongside with SCN9A, are tetrodotoxin-sensitive [25] and thus form both the transient (INat) and
persistent (INap) Na+ currents. Whether these genes contribute to the current INat or INap may depend on the modulatory
subunits that they are associated with [26].

Expression of KCNN1 and KCNN2 has been observed in L5PCs, while expression of the third gene affecting the ISK

current, namely KCNN3, is weak throughout the neocortex (although more prominent in pyramidal neurons in hippocampal
region CA1) [27]. The α subunits of BK channels, encoded by KCNMA1 and giving rise to the IBK current in Almog model,
were found to be expressed in L5PCs in [28].

Most of the above genes encode the α subunit of the underlying ion channel. Many ion channels incorporate also
modulatory subunits, the presence of which may change the kinetics or voltage-dependence of the ion channel. As an
example, the β2 subunit of Ca2+ channels, encoded by CACNB2, associates with L-type Ca2+ channels (where the α pore
is encoded by CACNA1S, CACNA1C, CACNA1D or CACNA1F ).

In addition to describing the dynamics of these trans-membrane currents, the Hay and Almog models also describe the
dynamics of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration, [Ca2+]i. According to the models, [Ca2+]i is increased by the currents

1The molecular basis of LVA Ca2+ currents in L5PCs is disputed. Experimental data shows that T-type Ca2+ currents are not present in
the soma of an L5PC nor its neighbourhood [19]. Therefore, the role of low or medium-voltage activated Ca2+ channels was assigned to R-type
channels (α pore encoded by CACNA1E gene) in the Almog model [17]. In the Hay model, however, the LVA channel kinetics were based on
measurements carried out on T-type Ca2+ channels. In this work, we consider the T-type Ca2+ channel gene CACNA1I to affect both the
Almog-model ICaMV A current and the Hay-model ICaLV A.
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Table 1: Parameter alteration in the alternative models. In Hay models, the parameters controlling the maximal
conductance of INat in the apical dendrite and that of ICaHV A in the soma are changed, other parameters remain fixed
as given in Table 3 of [13]. In Almog models, the parameters controlling the maximal conductances of ISK , ICaHV A, and
ICaMVA are changed, and others remain fixed as given for “Cell 5” in Table 1 of [17]. The table entries show the factor by
which the corresponding parameters are changed (1.0 = “no change”).

INat,apical ICaHV A,soma

Hay-A1 1.6 1.0
Hay-A2 2.2 1.0
Hay-A3 2.2 0.9
Hay-A4 2.2 0.625
Hay-A5 2.2 0.5
Hay-A6 2.2 0.3

ISK ICaHV A, ICaMVA

Almog-A1 1.25 1.0
Almog-A2 1.5 1.0
Almog-A3 2.0 1.0
Almog-A4 4.0 1.0
Almog-A5 4.0 1.3
Almog-A6 4.0 1.6

conducted by Ca2+ channels and otherwise decays towards a resting-state level of [Ca2+]i. The extrusion of Ca2+ is con-
tributed by many intracellular molecules, but two types of proteins possess a key role, namely, sarco/endoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA) and plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase (PMCA). The SERCA proteins pump cytosolic Ca2+ into
sarcoplasmic or endoplasmic reticulum, which later releases the excessive Ca2+ into the cytosol to strengthen the Ca2+ tran-
sients caused by opening of the voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. SERCA pumps are encoded by three genes, namely, ATP2A1,
ATP2A2, and ATP2A3, of which ATP2A2 is widely expressed in the brain [29]. PMCA proteins pump intracellular Ca2+

into the extracellular medium, and are encoded by genes ATP2B1, ATP2B2, ATP2B3, and ATP2B4, all of which are widely
expressed in the brain [30, 31].

The distribution of the listed channels across the dendritic tree vary in these two models. In the Hay model, the basal
dendrites only contain the leak and Ih current, and the initial axon segments only contain the leak current. The soma, by
contrast, expresses all current types except for Im, and the apical dendrite expresses all currents except for INap, IKp and
IKt. The channel conductances are constants across the type of segment (somatic, apical, basal, axonal) except for the Ca2+

currents and the Ih current. The ICaHV A and ICaLV A currents are piece-wise constant such that the conductances is 10-fold
or 100-fold, respectively, in the “hot area” of Ca2+ channels, located 685–885 µm from the soma in the apical dendrite. The
Ih conductance increases exponentially by distance in the apical dendrite toward the distal end, but it is constant in soma
and basal dendrites. In the Almog model, all active currents are location-dependent, such that the maximal conductances of
INat, ICaHV A, ICaMVA, ISK , and IBK decrease linearly from soma toward a predefined distance along the apical dendrite
and then level off to constant. By contrast, the maximal conductances of IKp and IKt decrease exponentially from the soma
toward the end of the apical dendrite, while that of the Ih current increases as a sigmoid function toward the end of the
apical dendrite. All maximal conductances are non-zero constants along the basal dendrites.

Importantly, the two models are also different in terms of the firing behaviour. One of the most obvious differences is that
the Hay-model neuron fires tonically in response to somatic DC, while the Almog model expresses a rhythmically bursting
(“chattering”) firing pattern, where each burst consists of 3–5 spikes. Both types of behaviour are typical in the thick-tufted
L5PC population, although the chattering firing pattern is less frequently observed [16, 32, 33]. Both models are capable of
describing back-propagating action potential-induced Ca2+ spike firing (BAC firing), where a coincidence or near-coincidence
of a back-propagating action potential and apical stimulation generates a dendritic Ca2+ spike that propagates to soma to
induce further spiking. In L5PCs, BAC firing is an important property that is hypothesized to underlie the special role of
the cells in coupling feed-forward and feedback information [4].

The morphologies accompanying the two models also differ from one another. The Almog model morphology is larger
than that of the Hay model, both in terms of total dendritic length (13.5 mm vs. 12.7 mm) and total area (0.059 mm2 vs.
0.031 mm2), but is described by a smaller number of neurite sections (153 vs. 196).

Altered Hay and Almog models

While the Hay-model neuron produces tonic spiking in response to somatic DC, the Almog-model neuron produces rhythmic
bursting. To generalize findings from these two models with such different spiking dynamics, we generate intermediate models
by changing certain maximal channel conductances in the two models. We present altered Hay models, which produce bursting
response to a somatic DC, and altered Almog models, which produce a smaller number of spikes per burst than the unaltered
Almog model or even tonic spiking. We call these models “Hay-Ai” and “Almog-Ai”models, where the index i = 1, ..., 6
refers to the type and magnitude of the parameter change, see Table 1. Figure 1 shows how the number of spikes per burst, as
a response to a somatic DC, is changed in the models by changing two conductance parameters: the maximal conductance of
INat in the apical dendrite and the maximal conductance of ICaHV A in the soma (Hay model), or the maximal conductance
of ISK across the neuron and the maximal conductance of ICaHV A and ICaMVA across the neuron (Almog model).

In vivo-like synaptic inputs

We perform some of our simulations in the presence of dense synaptic background firing as expected in vivo. We do this
following the methods of [34]: we distribute 10000 glutamatergic (AMPA and NMDA) and 2500 GABAergic synapses across
the apical and basal dendritic trees. The maximal synaptic conductances are 0.4 nS for glutamatergic and 1.0 nS for
GABAergic synapses, and the reversal potentials are 0 and -80 mV, respectively. The AMPA and GABA conductances
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Figure 1: Number of spikes per burst changes when few ion-conductance parameters of the Hay and Almog
model are changed. A–B: Morphologies of the Hay model (A) and Almog model (B) neurons. Scale bar 200 µm; the
x-axes point toward superficial cortical layers. C–D: Numbers of spikes in bursts in Hay model (C) and Almog model (D)
and their alterations. The x-axis shows the different altered models. The first entries (white background) correspond to the
unaltered Hay or Almog model, while the twelve following entries (yellow background) correspond to altered Hay models
where the maximal conductance of INat in the apical dendrite is increased by 10 to 120% (C) or Almog models where the
maximal conductance of ISK is increased by 25 to 300% (D). In (C), the rightmost 30 entries (red background) correspond
to altered Hay models where the maximal conductance of INat in the apical dendrite is increased by 120% and the maximal
conductance of ICaHV A in the soma is decreased by 2.5 to 75%. In (D), the rightmost 14 entries correspond to altered
Almog models where the maximal conductance of ISK increased by 300% while ICaHV A and ICaMVA are increased by 5 to
70%. The models marked with asterisk were chosen for more detailed analysis in the rest of the present work, see Table 1
for the parameter changes corresponding to these models. The y-axis shows the number of spikes per burst in response to a
somatic DC. If there were bursts of different number of spikes during the considered 3.5 s period, the length of the horizontal
bar reflects the fraction of bursts with the corresponding number of spikes (first two bursts not included due to possible
spike-frequency adaptation).

have dual exponential shapes with rise times 0.3 ms (AMPA) and 1 ms (GABA) and decay times 3 ms (AMPA) and 20 ms
(GABA). The NMDA conductance has likewise a dual exponential shape with rise time 2 ms and decay time 65 ms, but it
is filtered by a sigmoid function that describes the dependence of the conductance on Mg2+ concentration and membrane
potential to take into account the Mg2+ block in the NMDA receptors [35]. The activation times of the synapses follow a
Poisson process with rate 0.72 Hz (glutamatergic) or 7.0 Hz (GABAergic). The synapses are short-term depressing with
recovery time D = 800 ms and single-release consumption rate Use = 0.6 (glutamatergic) or Use = 0.25 (GABAergic)

Genes included in the study

We study the same set of genes as in our previous work [12]. Several of these genes were found to contain single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with a high risk of SCZ (p-value smaller than 3 · 10−8 in the data of [11]), namely,
CACNA1C, CACNB2, CACNA1I, ATP2A2, and HCN1. Using a more relaxed threshold (p-value smaller than 3 · 10−5), we
extended this set by the genes CACNA1D, SCN1A, KCNB1, KCNMA1 and ATP2B2. Compared to our previous study [12],
we left out the gene SCN9A and KCNN3 due their low expression in L5PCs, but included KCNMA1, which encodes the α
subunit for the BK channel. The corresponding current, IBK was described in the Almog model but not in the Hay model.
We also omitted the gene KCNS3 that was included in [12] due to its marginal effects: it encodes a modulatory subunit of
the Kv2 channels, which themselves showed small contribution to the firing behavior according to the model of [12].

It should be noted that we used the SNPs reported in [11] only to identify the above SCZ-related genes, and due to lack
of functional genomics data, we could not include the actual physiological effects of the SCZ-related SNPs in our simulation
study. Instead, we searched the literature for functional genomic studies reporting the effects of any genetic variants of these
genes — in the case of voltage-gated ion channel-encoding genes, these effects typically included altered voltage-dependence
and kinetics. Table A1 lists all such studies that we found in the literature where the effects of a variant of one of the above
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genes was measured in a way that could be directly implemented as a parameter change in one or more of our models. Not
all of these genes have been shown to be expressed in thick-tufted L5PCs in specific (see above), however, they all show
expression in the cortex [36].

Scaling of variants

As SCZ is a polygenic disorder, it is likely that the disorder will not be induced by any of the SCZ-related common sequence
variants alone, due to the small effect size for each. However, when sufficiently many of them are present, the combined
effect could alter the electrophysiological properties. Although rare variants exist and contribute to the risk of SCZ by
approximately 1-2% [37], there are not sequence variants that would be either necessary or sufficient for the emergence of the
disease. To take this into account, we used the downscaling approach of [12] to model the effects of common SCZ-associated
variants in L5PCs. In short, we simulated the neuron model with the parameter changes representing the variants as reported
in Table A1. If the variant dramatically altered the neural response, the parameters were brought closer to the control values
so that there were no large difference between the firing behaviours of the control neuron and the mutant with the downscaled
variant. The downscaling criteria were set so that no variant should alone dramatically alter the threshold amplitudes for
chosen stimuli to initiate an action potential nor radically change the steady-state firing behavior of the neuron.

The variants of Table A1 were scaled down to make sure the following four conditions were met:
(I) The threshold amplitude A1 for a somatic square-current pulse of 5 ms duration should not change by more than 15%,
(II) The threshold amplitude A2 for a distal alpha-shaped synaptic conductance (time constant 5 ms) should not change by
more than 15%,
(III) The threshold amplitudes for a combined stimulus of somatic square-current injection (amplitude A3a) and distal
synaptic conductance (time constant 5 ms, max. amplitude A3b, applied 2.5 ms after the somatic pulse) should not change
by more than 15%, and
(IV) The integrated difference between the f-I curves of the considered neuron and the control neuron should not be more
than 10% of the integral of the control neuron f-I curve.
In case one or more of the conditions I–IV were violated, the change of the model parameters related to the variant were
scaled down, all parameters in proportion, to a threshold fraction c < 1 of the original effect (the smallest fraction with which
the violation was observed). There are no data on how large parameter changes can be expected from common variants,
and indeed, the chosen threshold values (±10% and ±15%) were hand-picked as representative values for mild deviations
from control behaviour. For this reason, we consider variants with different scalings where the threshold effect factor c is
multiplied with another factor ε < 1. In this work, we consider the scaling factor values ε = 1

2 and 1
4 , and we also display the

effects of the corresponding opposite variants ε = − 1
2 and − 1

4 . For the variants that did not violate the conditions I–IV, we
sought for the threshold effect up to twice the original effect (c < 2), and if the variant obeyed conditions I–IV for all values
c < 2, we considered the original variant the ε = 1

2 variant and applied other scalings with respect to that. The scaling
coefficients for the Hay and Almog models are given in Table A2, and Table S2 complements these data with the scaling
coefficients for the altered Hay and Almog models. For more details on the variant scaling, see our earlier work [12, 38].

Table S1 shows the amplitudes A1, A2, A3a, and A3b for each of the applied models. In the altered Hay models, the
BAC firing properties according to which (among others) the unaltered Hay model was fitted in [13] were radically changed.
As a somatic square pulse current could induce a single spike in the unaltered Hay model, suprathreshold somatic currents
always induced a burst of two or more spikes in the altered Hay models. These bursts were mediated by the more prominent
activation of dendritic Na+ and Ca2+ channels than in the unaltered Hay model, which is shown by the fact that the dendritic
membrane potentials are highly elevated immediately after the first spike unlike in the unaltered Hay model, as shown in
Table S1. Such behavior has been reported previously in certain subpopulations of L5PCs [39], although not in the data
to which the Hay model and Almog model were fitted. Therefore, in the analysis below we are careful about the results
obtained using altered Hay models, especially Hay-A2–A6, while we consider results from the unaltered Hay model as well
as the unaltered and altered Almog models more established.

Simulation software

We used the NEURON software with Python interface for simulating the model neurons [40]. Our simulation scripts are
publicly available in ModelDB, entry 249463 (http://modeldb.yale.edu/249463).

Results

Model variants influence steady-state firing in all L5PC models

We investigated the steady-state behavior of the different model neurons when a direct current (DC) was applied to the
soma. Figure 2A–D shows the time courses and f-I curves (firing frequency as a function of the DC amplitude) for one
variant as predicted by different models. Figure 2E–F shows the summary statistics of these data, and Figure 2G shows
corresponding Hay-model data for a wider set of representative variants. These variants show notable differences from the
corresponding control neuron data (Figure 2E (top panel), and Figure 2G). However, the differences between the variant and
control neuron f-I curves are limited by the explicit constraint posed by the scaling condition IV (see Methods). Although
this constraint was only applied to the positively scaled variants (ε = 1

2 and ε = 1
4 ), their opposite variants (ε = − 1

2 and
ε = − 1

4 ) mostly show well-constrained f-I curves as well (i.e., their f-I curves are not much further from the control data than
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those of the positively scaled variants). This indicates that the systems behave in a relatively linear manner with respect to
model parameter alterations of this magnitude: for a more rigorous analysis on this, see Figure S1.
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Figure 2: Steady-state firing behavior is affected by the variants. A: Membrane potential time series of the original
Hay model (top panel), and of the altered Hay models Hay-A1 (middle panel) and Hay-A2 (bottom panel). Blue curves
show the control neuron behavior, as other colors show the effects of a CACNA1C variant (purple: ε = 1

2 , gray: ε = 1
4 ,

cyan: ε = − 1
4 , green: ε = − 1

2 ). Insets show a zoomed-in view on the time marked with horizontal black bars. B: Membrane
potential time series of the original Almog model (top panel), and of the altered Almog models Almog-A1 (middle panel)
and Almog-A4 (bottom panel). Blue curves show the control neuron behavior, as other colors show the effects of the same
CACNA1C variant as in panel (A). C, D: f-I curves of the CACNA1C model variant of panel (A) according to the unaltered
and altered Hay (C) or Almog (D) models. Blue curves show the control neuron f-I curve, and other colors show the different
scalings of the variant (see panels (A) and (B)). E, F: Averages of the f-I curves of unaltered and altered Hay (E) and Almog
(F) models across the somatic current amplitudes (integrated across amplitudes 0.3–1.4 nA (C) or 0.65–0.9 nA in (D) and
divided by 1.1 nA (C) or 0.25 nA (D)). G: Averages of the f-I curves of the Hay model with different variants — see the top
panel of (E) for the corresponding data from the CACNA1C variant.

Figure 2E–F shows that for the effects of the chosen CACNA1C variant were qualitatively same across the models.
Figure S2 shows that the same applies to the rest of the six variants of Figure 2G. We confirm this result in Figure S3,
where the averages of the f-I curves for all variants of Table A2 are plotted, and in Table S3, which shows the correlations
of these quantities (for ε = 1

2 variants) between the models. Figure S3C illustrates how these correlations are determined.
The differences between the predictions of different models are caused by several factors. Firstly, the relationships between
the half-activation voltages and slopes of the activation and inactivation curves were different between the Hay and Almog
models. Therefore, a variant that simultaneously changes many of these parameters may have qualitatively different effects in
the Hay models compared to those in the Almog models, see a discussion on this topic in [38]. Secondly, in a bursting neuron
model, the f-I curve shows steep increases when the number of spikes per burst increases by one, while the non-bursting
spiking models have smoother f-I curves — thus, the firing rate of a lower-gain variant may for certain values of the input-
current amplitude exceed that of the control neuron (see, e.g., the negatively scaled SCN1A variants for the Almog-model
neuron in Figure S2B).

We confirmed our results also using the Hay model with spontaneously activated excitatory and inhibitory synapses (as
in [34]). Figure S4A shows the membrane potential traces of control and a CACNA1C variant and Figure S4B shows f-I
curves corresponding to the variants of Figure 2 when this in vivo-like noisy input was applied to the Hay-model neuron.
Figure S4C shows the collection of data from all variants (corresponding to the data of Figure S3) in the noisy Hay-model
neuron. The variant effects on noisy f-I responses (Figure S4B–C) were qualitatively similar to those in the absence of
noise (Figures S2A and S3A). We also analyzed the effects of decreased NMDA and GABA receptor conductances on the
Hay-model neuron firing under spontaneously activated synapses (Figure S4D). Importantly, the effects of the model variants
of voltage-gated ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes were different from the impacts of altered synaptic inputs:
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while many model variants affected the L5PC gain (Figure S4B), alterations in synaptic conductances made the neuron fire
with approximately the same increment or decline in firing rate across the tested perisomatic current amplitudes (Figure
S4D). Decreasing the NMDA and GABA receptor conductances simultaneously did not appear to change the firing behaviour
of the L5PC, but kept the steady-state firing close to that observed in the control case (Figure S4D, right panels). Taken
together, these results suggest that the steady-state firing of L5PCs is robustly (in a consistent manner across many neuron
models, and also in presence of noise) affected by variants of SCZ-associated voltage-gated ion channel and Ca2+-transporter
encoding genes, and that these effects are dissimilar to those caused by synaptic scaling.
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Model variants modify the interaction of the perisomatic region and apical dendrite

Cortical neurons in vivo express a bimodal activity pattern that oscillates between a regime of high (“up” state) and low
(“down” state) spiking activity in a slow (<1 Hz) frequency [41]. These states are prominent during anesthesia and sleep
[42], but occur also in unanesthetized animals during quiet wakefulness [43, 44]. Most studies on up and down states apply
electrophysiological measurements, but they have also been observed in Ca2+ imaging studies (see, e.g., [45, 46]). The origins
and detailed characteristics of the up and down states are disputed, but it is known that L5PCs play an important role in
the generation or maintenance of these states [47]. The increased excitability in the up vs. down state could be contributed
by at least three mechanisms: 1) intrinsic excitability (modulation of ion channels), 2) coordination of synaptic inputs, and
3) ephaptic coupling [48, 49]. In [13], a simplistic model of the up state, where the proximal apical dendrite was depolarized
with a long sub-threshold square-pulse stimulus, was presented, while the resting state of the neuron was considered the
down state. This simplistic model of the up state could represent the effects of any of the above three mechanisms. In our
previous study [12], we showed by following this simplistic description of up and down states that SNP-like model variants of
SCZ-associated genes affected the properties of integration of somatic and apical stimuli in both regimes. Here, we extended
these results by considering a wider set of L5PC models and stimulation protocols, as well as a more in-vivo-compatible
representation of the up and down states.

Following [13] and [12], we implemented the simplistic up-state model such that the apical dendrite (at a distance of 200
µm from the soma) was stimulated with a 600-ms square pulse current (200 ms in [13] and [12]) whose amplitude was 85%
(95.5% in [13]) of the threshold current for inducing a somatic spike. In the middle of this stimulus, a 5-ms square pulse
current was injected at the soma with an amplitude 40% (37.9% in [13]) of the threshold amplitude for eliciting a spike.
Preceding or following the onset of this short pulse, an EPSP-like current was injected at the apical dendrite at a distance
of 600 or 850 µm (700 µm in [13]) from the soma. The rise and decay time constants of this EPSP-like current were 0.5 and
5 ms, respectively, and its maximal amplitude was 50% or 15% (44.0% in [13]) of that needed for eliciting a somatic action
potential. In the down state, the long square pulse current was absent, and to compensate for this, the somatic stimulus was
suprathreshold with an amplitude 135% of the threshold amplitude for eliciting a spike (the exact value not given in [13],
but in [12] similar responses were obtained with an amplitude 136.4% of the threshold amplitude). The relative values were
used in order to transfer the protocol from one model (the Hay model) to the others (the Almog model and the altered Hay
and Almog models): the absolute values of the amplitudes are given in Table S4.

Figure 3 illustrates the temporal sensitivities of the L5PC models to combined somatic and apical stimuli, both when
the neuron was in an up or down state (up state modelled simplistically, see above). These temporal sensitivity windows
were different for different neuron models. In both up- and down-state protocols, coincident stimuli tended to produce a
larger dendritic voltage response than non-coincident stimuli (Figure 3A–B). Consistent with the fact that the bursting
models had smaller Ca2+ channel conductivities (which caused smaller SK currents) and (in Hay model) larger Na+ channel
conductivities at the apical dendrite, the bursting models (Figure 3D–E, Hay-A1, Almog) had a wider sensitivity window,
i.e. they generated large responses even when the inputs were temporally more apart, than the non-bursting and mildly
bursting models (Figure 3D–E, Hay, Almog-A4). In Figure 3F–G, we quantified the sensitivity of the L5PC to coincidence of
apical and perisomatic inputs by integrals of the sensitivity windows of Figure 3D–E for one variant (SCN1A variant for Hay
models, CACNA1C variant for Almog models), and the corresponding data for all variants of Figure 2 are shown in Figure
S5. Figure 3 shows that the variants affected both the sensitivity of the coincidence detection as well as the amplitudes of the
dendritic response to the combined stimuli. As expected, the variant effects were typically more constrained in the neuron
models that expressed little or no bursting behavior (Hay model, top panel of Figure 3F; Almog-A5 model, bottom panel of
Figure 3G) than in the other neuron models, where the temporal sensitivity windows were wider. The altered Hay models
generally produced a burst of action potentials given the somatic stimulation alone (see Figure 1), which back-propagated
to the dendrites and induced a Ca2+ spike. This is reflected as a lack of temporal window for the Hay-A1 model in the
down-state protocol (bottom panel of Figure 3D, dashed) and thus modest effects of the variants (bottom panel of Figure
3F, dim): a proper temporal window was also absent for both up- and down-state protocols in Hay-A2 to Hay-A6 models
(data not shown). Extensive simulations of all variants of Table A2 showed that the effects of the variants on the integrals
of the temporal windows of the up states (Figures 3F–G and S5) were (moderately) negatively correlated with the effects
on the steady-state firing frequency of Figure S3 (correlation coefficient was between -0.3 and -0.7 in the unaltered and
altered Hay and Almog models when considering all variants, and between -0.62 and -0.91 when considering only variants
of Ca2+ channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes; Table 3A). Similar results were obtained for the down states, where
the correlations were weaker in Hay models but stronger in Almog models compared to the data of Table 3A (not shown).

Furthermore, we also studied the second proposed up- vs. down-state mechanism in particular by considering a scenario
where the L5PC received noisy synaptic inputs, and the distinction between the up and down states was determined by
the rate of inputs to the synapses. The modification of the excitatory synaptic drive is a more likely explanation for the
difference in excitability between the up and down states than that of the inhibitory drive [48]. Therefore, we modelled the
down state as a state where the frequency of inputs to the excitatory synapses was decreased by 30% (f = 0.504 Hz) from
the average estimated value in vivo (see [34]), while in the up state the frequency of inputs to the excitatory synapses was
increased by 10% (f = 0.792 Hz). These frequencies of synaptic activation led to firing rates 0.06 and 4.9 Hz in the down and
up states, respectively, when no other stimuli were applied. The up-state firing frequency is in line with the experimentally
observed values, as a range from 1.1 to 8.2 Hz with a mean of 3.5 Hz was observed in [50]. For the down state, no systematic
estimates have been reported, but the firing frequency has been observed to be extremely low compared to the up-state firing
frequency, yet non-zero [51, 52].

Figure 4 confirms the results of Figure 3 for control neuron and an SCN1A variant using an in vivo-like background
synaptic firing and the description of up and down states as states with increased or decreased (respectively) rates of random
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Figure 3: Variants affect the sensitivity to paired somatic and apical stimuli during up and down states. A,
B: Membrane potential time courses at the apical dendrite 700 µm from the soma in Hay (A) and Almog (B) models. Solid
curves (left) represent the up-state responses, and the dashed curves (right) represent the down-state responses. The somatic
5-ms stimulation is activated at t = 0 ms, while the apical EPSP-like current is activated at -10 ms (top), 0 ms (middle), or
+10 ms (bottom). Blue: control, other colors: different scalings of the SCN1A (A) or CACNA1C (B) variants of Figure 2.
C: Schematic illustration of the recording (black) and stimulation (yellow) protocols in the up-state (left) and down-state
(right) paradigms. D, E: Up- and down-state temporal windows representing the sensitivity of the Hay (C) and Almog (D)
model neurons to a combination of somatic (onset at 0 ms) and apical (onset at the value of the x-axis) stimuli. Blue: control
neuron, other colors: different scalings of the SCN1A (C) or CACNA1C (D) variants of Figure 2. The x-axis shows the
inter-stimulus interval (ISI), and the y-axis shows the maximum (across time) membrane potential at the apical dendrite 700
µm from the soma. Solid curves represent the up-state responses, and the dashed curves represent the down-state responses.
F, G: Integrals of the up- (left panels, strong colors) and down-state (right panels, dim colors) temporal windows of panels
(C) and (D) across the shown ISIs (-30 to 70 ms) for the SCN1A variant according to the Hay models (F) and for the
CACNA1C variant according to the Almog models. In the calculation of the integrals, the baseline amplitude -50 mV (F)
or -40 mV (G) was subtracted from the data.

synaptic inputs. The properties of the somatic current and the apical EPSP-like current were the same as in the experiment
of Figure 3, except for the amplitude of the apical EPSP-like current in the up state, which was set 25% of the threshold
amplitude to constrain the response. These simulations were performed only for the Hay model, and to show consistent
trends, 125 repetitions of each simulation with different random number seeds (affecting the timing of presynaptic spikes)
were run. Unlike in the noiseless Hay model but consistent with the Almog-model predictions, these results from the noisy
Hay model show a wider temporal window in the up-state protocol than in the down-state protocol (Figure 4D). In both
noisy and noiseless cases, the Hay model shows higher amplitudes in down-state protocols where the presynaptic spiking
was sparser (noisy, Figure 4D) or the proximal dendritic depolarization was missing (noiseless, Figure 3A,D) but where
the somatic stimulus was greater than in the up-state protocol. By contrast, in the Almog model and all altered Almog
models, the down-state amplitudes were always lower than the up-state amplitudes (Figure 3B,E), despite an even larger
compensation of the somatic stimulus amplitude (in the Hay model, the amplitude is 2.8 times larger in the down-state
than in the up-state protocol, and in the Almog models, 3.4 times larger). These observations reflect the differences in the
Ca2+-activated K+ currents between the two models, as discussed in [38]. Importantly, the effects of the SCN1A variant
were qualitatively the same in the noisy case (Figure 4) as in the noiseless case (Figure 3A,D)

Taken together, these data suggest that SCZ-associated variants can cause robust alterations of the communication
between perisomatic and apical dendritic regions during both up- and down states of the L5PCs. These alterations include
both amplification of the dendritic response to coincident stimuli at apical dendrite and the perisomatic region as well as
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widening of the temporal window of the inter-stimulus interval in which a large dendritic response is induced.
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Figure 4: Variants alter the sensitivity to a combination of somatic and apical stimuli during in vivo-like noisy
up and down states. A: Membrane potential time series at the apical dendrite 700 µm from the soma, when the soma is
stimulated at 0 ms and the apical dendrite at +20 ms. Thin, dim curves show the same simulation with different random
number seeds, and the thick curve shows the mean of 125 repetitions. B, C: The mean data of panel (A) reproduced with
different ISIs during a noisy up (B) or down (C) state. Blue: control, other colors: downscaled versions of a SCN1A variant
as in Figures 2 and 3. D: An overview of the up- (solid) and down-state (dashed) data of panels (B) and (C), respectively,
as a function of ISI. The y-axis shows the mean apical dendritic membrane potential during a 20-ms interval starting at the
onset of the somatic stimulus (0 ms), averaged over 125 repetitions as in (B) and (C).

Variants affect the adaptation by a prepulse in an L5PC

The medium/slow afterhyperpolarization current in the L5PC, mostly mediated by the Ca2+-activated K+ currents in L5PCs
[53, 54], contributes to the L5PC adaptation and is thus an important regulator of the neuron firing behavior within a time
scale of tens to hundreds of milliseconds following the spike (or other event that leads to large cytosolic Ca2+ transients).
This time scale matches exactly the time scale of the PPI of the startle, which is impaired in SCZ patients [55]. L5PCs are
not a fundamental part of the mammalian startle network, but the insights gained from the biophysically detailed L5PC
models can be used to make hypotheses on the cellular mechanisms in neurons within the startle network, such as the
the giant pontine reticular formation neurons (cf. [36]). In a similar manner as in [12], we studied how the variants of
voltage-gated ion-channels and Ca2+ transporters affect the L5PC adaptation. To do this, we distributed 3000 excitatory
conductance-based alpha synapses (τ = 5 ms, Erev = 0 mV) across the apical dendrite of the model L5PC (Figure 5A–B).
We used the bisection method to find the threshold conductance gth for making the neuron fire in response to simultaneous
activation of these synapses. We then activated the synapses at time t = 0 with a suprathreshold stimulus (amplitude 10%
above gth) and again at time t = tISI with an amplitude c× gth. Depending on the interstimulus interval tISI , the threshold
factor c for eliciting an additional spike was smaller or larger than 1, reflecting a prepulse facilitatory or inhibitory effect,
respectively. Figure 5C–D shows the threshold factors c as a function of the inter-stimulus interval ISI for different scalings
of a CACNA1C variant according to the Hay model, Almog model, and altered Almog models. In Figure 5E-F, the maximal
threshold factors c (across ISIs larger than 40 ms) are quantified for the CACNA1C variant of Figure 2, and Figure S6 shows
the corresponding data for the rest of the variants of Figure 2.

Comparison of the variant effects on steady-state firing (Figures 2 and S2) and prepulse-mediated adaptation (Figures
5 and S6) indicates that the variants that increased the steady state firing decreased the adaptation. We confirmed this
trend by simulating the effects of all variants of Table A2 on these phenotypes. We found that the effects of the variants on
maxima of the prepulse-inhibition curves of Figure 5 were (mostly) negatively correlated with the effects on the steady-state
firing frequency of Figure S3 (correlation coefficient was -0.72 in the Hay model, 0.11 in Hay-A1 model, and between -0.63
and -0.91 in the unaltered and altered Almog models; Table 3B).

As reported in [12], the Hay-model neurons express a relatively strong adaptation current, and the variants have a modest
but observable effect on the amplitude of the prepulse-mediated adaptation measured as the firing threshold of a stimulus
following a suprathreshold stimuls (Figures 5E and S6A). This prepulse-mediated adaptation is mostly contributed by the
SK current (cf. [36]), which is revealed by the comparison of the amplitude and kinetics of different potassium currents in the
soma and the stimulated dendrite (Figure S7A–B): only SK current has the required strength and long decay time needed to
cause such an inhibition. Here, we found qualitatively similar results for the Almog model neurons and altered Almog model
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Figure 5: The L5PC adaptation by a prepulse is altered by variants of HVA Ca2+ channels. A, B: Illustration
of the morphologies of the two models. The model neurons of Hay (A) and Almog (B) were given stimulation through
3000 conductance-based synapses that were uniformly distributed along the apical dendrites, except for the most proximal
compartments whose distance from the soma were less than 300 (A) or 450 (B) µm. Scale bar 200 µm. C, D: The synapses
of the Hay (C) or Almog (D) model neuron were activated two times, first at the time instant t = 0 with an alpha-shaped
(time constant 5 ms) conductance whose maximal amplitude was 10% higher than that needed for inducing a spike, and
later after an ISI displayed on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the threshold conductance factor with which the neuron fired
an additional action potential — thus, at the limit of large ISI the curves converge to 1, which represents the threshold
conductance at rest. The blue curve represents the control neuron, while the other colors represent the data corresponding
to the different downscaled versions of the CACNA1C variant of Figure 2. E, F: The maximal threshold conductance factor
from the curves of (C) and (D), excluding the first 40 ms. Colors as in Figure 2.

neurons (Figures 5F and S6B). In the Almog-model neuron, the dendritic SK currents are relatively large and long-lasting
(Figure S7C), while the somatic SK currents are small (Figure S7D). In the altered Almog models, the magnitudes of the
dendritic as well as somatic SK currents are increased (Figure S7E–J). This may explain why both the magnitude of the
prepulse-mediated adaptation and the effects of the Ca2+ channel variants therein are larger in the altered Almog models
than in the original Almog model (Figure 5E–F).

Taken together, our results suggest that the magnitude of an SK current-mediated adaptation by a prepulse stimulus can
be crucially altered by SCZ-associated gene variants in L5PCs and that these predicted effects are qualitatively similar in
many different L5PC models.

Neural coding capacity in an L5PC may be altered by the variants

The analyses above shed light on how the neuron responses to stimuli of different types are altered by the SCZ-associated
variants. Here, we aim at deeper characterization on how the SCZ-associated genes control the neural response to different
combinations of spatially distributed stimuli. We divided the apical dendrite into six regions (0-200 µm, 200-400 µm, 400-600
µm, 600-800 µm, 800-1000 µm, and > 1000 µm from the soma) and considered the basal dendrites as the seventh region.
1000 excitatory conductance-based alpha synapses were uniformly distributed to each region, and as above, the threshold
conductance for inducing a spike in the Hay model was determined (Table 2A). We then considered all possible binary
combinations of input patterns, where each region is either non-stimulated (all synaptic conductances were set to zero) or
simultaneously stimulated (all synaptic conductances were set to half of the threshold conductance). We determined the
neuron output for each of these input combinations by considering seven different discrete measures: whether the neuron
spiked (number of spikes induced; here 0–3) and whether the Ca2+ concentration in the middle of each of the six apical
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Properties of the Hay-model neuron given the inputs used in the neural coding experiments.

Table 2: A: Threshold conductances with which 1000 excitatory conductance-based alpha synapses (τ = 5 ms, Erev = 0 mV)
induced a spike in the Hay model neuron. The synapses were uniformly distributed across compartments in one of seven
regions (1: 0-200 µm, 2: 200-400 µm, 3: 400-600 µm, 4: 600-800 µm, 5: 800-1000 µm, 6: > 1000 µm from the soma along
the apical dendrite, or 7: in the basal dendrites). B: Correlations between the input and output patterns in the control Hay
model neuron. The first column shows the correlation coefficient between the number of induced spikes and the presence of
the input in the seven input regions, and the other six columns show the correlation coefficients between the [Ca2+] output
in the six apical regions and the presence of the input in the seven input regions.

A Region Threshold
1: 0–200 µm 1.94e-05

2: 200–400 µm 2.42e-05
3: 400–600 µm 8.29e-05
4: 600–800 µm 4.87e-05
5: 800–1000 µm 6.85e-05
6: > 1000 µm 0.000138

7: basal 1.62e-05

B Input location Nspikes Ca1 Ca2 Ca3 Ca4 Ca5 Ca6
apic1 0.41 0.04 0.35 0.27 0.34 0.05 0.05
apic2 0.28 0.04 0.35 0.29 0.34 0.05 0.05
apic3 0.28 0.04 0.35 0.59 0.53 0.05 0.05
apic4 0.18 0.36 0.24 0.27 0.16 0.35 0.35
apic5 0.18 0.36 0.20 0.27 0.18 0.35 0.35
apic6 0.18 0.36 0.16 0.27 0.18 0.35 0.35
basal 0.43 0.01 0.20 0.14 0.32 0.00 0.00

regions remained below 0.00011 mM (0), was between 0.00011 mM and 0.00012 mM (1), or above 0.00012 mM (2). These
threshold values were chosen as approximate classifiers between low, medium, and high activation of intracellular Ca2+

signalling; depending on the outcome, the synapses in the region could be depressed (medium [Ca2+]) or potentiated (high
[Ca2+]) as a consequence of synaptic inputs [56]. Determining detailed, physiologically realistic values for these thresholds is
out of the scope of this paper — instead, we here aim to show that the SCZ-associated variants may affect the neural coding
both in terms of immediate outcome (number of spikes) and long-term, dendritic Ca2+-dependent effects (number of [Ca2+]
thresholds crossed).

We first analyzed the input-output relationships in the control Hay-model neuron. The upper row of each panel in Figure
6A shows the discretized response of the control Hay-model neuron in terms of these seven discrete measures for all 128
combinations of stimuli. As expected, all output measures were positively (mostly weakly) correlated with the presence of
the corresponding input (Table 2B). The number of output spikes was most correlated (correlation coefficient 0.43 in the
control neuron) with the presence of basal stimuli, but it was moderately correlated (correlation coefficient 0.41 in the control
neuron) also with the presence of the input stimuli in the apical tuft. The Ca2+ output at each apical dendritic region was
typically most correlated with the presence of the stimulus at the same region, except for the most proximal apical dendritic
region (0–200 µm), which was most correlated with the inputs in three most distal regions (correlation coefficient 0.36), and
the fourth apical dendritic region (600-800 µm), which was most correlated with the presence of inputs in the neighbouring
third region (400–600 µm; correlation coefficient 0.53). The strong correlation between the [Ca2+] in the region 600-800 µm
from the soma and the presence of inputs in the region 400-600 µm from the soma could be explained by the “hot zone” of
Ca2+ channels which spans these two regions.

We next analyzed the effects of the SCZ-associated variants on these input-output relationships. The bottom row of each
panel in Figure 6A shows the discretized response of the ε = 1

2 CACNA1C variant of Figure 2, and the Hamming distances
between the control and variant output patterns (i.e., the number of disagreeing data) are displayed at the left-hand side of
each panel (average Hamming distance across all ε = 1

2 variants shown in parentheses). The input-output correlations were
qualitatively the same for the control neuron (Table 2B) and for the CACNA1C variant neuron (data not shown). Figure 6B
shows the number of spikes (as in the upmost panel of Figure 6A) across all ε = 1

2 variants. These data show that the variants
had most effect on integration of inputs in the basal dendrites and the second apical compartment (200–400 µm): Out of
32 input patterns where inputs were present in these regions, 11 caused substantial variation (i.e., more than five variants
showed a differing output) in the output number of spikes. The corresponding numbers for other pairs of compartments
were between 0 and 7. These numbers were, however, highly dependent on the differential scaling of the synaptic inputs at
separate locations (see Table 2B): When we varied the scaling coefficient of the synaptic inputs from 0.1 to 1.0 (in Figure
6A–B, 0.5 was used), the relevance of different dendritic compartments varied as well (data not shown).

We next addressed the effects of the SCZ-associated variants on the output diversity of the Hay-model neuron. We
defined the output diversity as the number of unique output patterns across the given input patterns. This is also a measure
of the coding capacity of the neuron as it reflects the number of unique ways in which the neuron may respond to (and
thus code) the inputs. As an example, although the control neuron in Figure 6A was given 128 different input patterns, it
only produced 18 unique output patterns, as, e.g., the pattern where 2 spikes, high [Ca2+] in the 1st, 5th and 6th apical
compartments, a medium [Ca2+] in the 3rd compartment, and low [Ca2+] in the 2nd and 4th compartment were induced
was obtained for 27 different input patterns. We calculated the output diversity for the variants of Figure 2 using absolute
synaptic conductances ranging from 0.0025 nS to 0.5 nS — i.e., unlike in Figure 6A–B where synaptic conductance at each
compartment was relative to the threshold conductance, here each compartment that received inputs had an equal synaptic
conductance. This range of synaptic conductances spanned the discretized space of each output measure, meaning that for
each output measure (number of spikes or [Ca2+] at a given compartment of the apical dendrite) there were combinations
of inputs that produced all values of the measure for the control neuron. To smoothen the data, the output diversity was
averaged over eleven repetitions, where a small depolarizing or hyperpolarizing somatic stimulus (whose amplitude ranged
from -0.1 nA to 0.1 nA in steps of 0.02 nA) was applied.

Figure 6C shows the average output diversity as the function of the synaptic conductance. The curves show an expected
shape, where the output diversity is close to zero for small input conductances (all combinations produce the same output,
namely, no spikes and no significant elevations of [Ca2+]), increases for intermediate inputs, and decreases again for large
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Table 3: Correlations between different phenotypes across neuron models. A: Correlation coefficients between
f-I curve integrals (from Figures 2 and S3) and integrals of the temporal windows of apical and perisomatic coincidence
detection (from Figure 3F–G) in the up-state protocol according to different Hay and Almog models. Similar but mildly
weaker correlations were obtained if the lengths of the temporal window (where dendritic membrane potential exceeded -20
mV) were used instead of the integrals of the temporal windows of Figure 3 (data not shown). B: Correlation coefficients
between f-I curve integrals and adaptation curve maxima (from Figure 5) in different Hay and Almog models. C: Correlation
coefficients between f-I curve integrals and neuron output diversities in Hay and Almog models. D: Correlation coefficients
between adaptation curve maxima and neuron output diversities in Hay and Almog models. In (C) and (D), the correlations
with predicted neuron output diversities are separated into two groups, where the average correlation coefficient is calculated
as an average for conductances 32.5 pS or smaller (second and fourth columns), or 35 pS or larger (third and fifth columns).
In each panel, the first row shows the correlation coefficients across all variants, while the second row shows those across
variants in Ca2+-related genes (CACNA1C, CACNB2, CACNA1D, CACNA1I, ATP2A2, and ATP2B2 ) and the third row
those across other genes (SCN1A, HCN1, and KCNB1 ) — note that we excluded KCNMA1 variants from this analysis as
the underlying channels were only present in the Almog models.

A Hay Hay-A1 Almog Almog-A1 Almog-A2 Almog-A3 Almog-A4 Almog-A5

All: -0.30 -0.61 -0.70 -0.61 -0.63 -0.66 -0.65 -0.59
Ca2+ genes: -0.62 -0.73 -0.75 -0.69 -0.91 -0.74 -0.85 -0.85

no-Ca2+ genes: -0.12 -0.57 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.89 0.64 0.67

B Hay Hay-A1 Almog Almog-A1 Almog-A2 Almog-A3 Almog-A4 Almog-A5

All: -0.72 0.11 -0.91 -0.85 -0.71 -0.81 -0.74 -0.63
Ca2+ genes: -0.74 0.17 -0.95 -0.93 -0.94 -0.90 -0.92 -0.89

no-Ca2+ genes: -0.51 -0.53 0.58 0.51 0.61 0.53 0.48 0.54

C Hay (small g) Hay (large g) Almog (small g) Almog (large g)
All: 0.31 0.73 0.83 0.75

Ca2+ genes: 0.31 0.74 0.86 0.80
no-Ca2+ genes: 0.64 0.68 -0.28 -0.30

D Hay (small g) Hay (large g) Almog (small g) Almog (large g)
All: -0.38 -0.86 -0.92 -0.86

Ca2+ genes: -0.38 -0.86 -0.93 -0.90
no-Ca2+ genes: -0.48 -0.93 -0.36 -0.51

input conductances (where many combinations produce a large number of spikes and large elevations of [Ca2+]). Nevertheless,
the variants of Figure 2 alter the shape of this curve. The CACNA1C and ATP2A2 variants (ε = 1

2 scaling) that increased
the firing rate in Figure 2 also increased the output diversity for the large synaptic conductances in Figure 6C, and likewise,
the SCN1A variant that decreased the firing in Figure 2 also decreased the output diversity in Figure 6C. However, the
ATP2B2 variant increased the firing rate (Figure 2) but had little effect on output diversity (Figure 6C). We confirmed the
relationship between the integral of the f-I curve and the average output diversity by calculating the correlation between these
measures across all variants (Table 3C). We considered the output diversity below (synaptic conductances 2.5 to 32.5 pS) and
beyond (synaptic conductances 35 to 50 pS) the approximate peak of the output diversity to separately take into account the
neuron responsiveness to small and large-amplitude synaptic stimuli. The variant effects on f-I curve integral were strongly
correlated with the effects on output diversity at large synaptic drive (correlation coefficient 0.73), but only mildly correlated
with those on output diversity at small synaptic drive (correlation coefficient 0.31). Our earlier results showed that due to the
strength of the SK currents, the variants of Ca2+-channel and transporter-encoding genes had qualitatively different effects
than those of Na+ and HCN-channel-encoding genes [38]. We therefore also calculated the correlation coefficients separately
for Ca2+-associated non-Ca2+-associated variants. These data showed that f-I curve integrals were moderately correlated
with the output diversity at both small (correlation coefficient 0.64) and large (correlation coefficient 0.68) synaptic drives
among the Na+ , HCN, and K+-channel encoding variants. Taken together, these data suggest that variants that increase
the excitability also increase the diversity of the neuron output: in other words, they make the neuron respond in a wider
variety of ways (in terms of downstream spiking activity and modes of plasticity) to a given set of inputs.

We replicated the results of Table 2 and Figure 6 using the Almog model in Table S5 and Figure S8. The results are
qualitatively the same, although the relative importance of different sections is different in the Almog model, and the neuron
output was on average more sensitive to the effects of the model variants. In the same way as in the Hay model data, the
intracellular Ca2+ transients were higher in the middle and distal parts of the apical dendrite than in the proximal apical
dendrite, except for the most proximal part (0–200 µm), which had large Ca2+ transients in Hay model but extremely small
in Almog model (Figures 6A, S8A). In addition, both models predicted that the variations in the size of the Ca2+ transients
caused by the SCZ-associated genes were on average larger in the middle of the apical dendrite than in the proximal and
distal apical dendrites (both models predicted largest average dH across the variants for the Ca2+ transients 400–600 µm
from the soma, these values were 10.41 in the Hay model and 38.8 in the Almog model). In the Almog model, Ca2+ dynamics
were described also in the basal dendrites, but the Ca2+ concentration never reached the smaller threshold in this region
(Figure S8A). Unlike in the Hay model, the number of subsequent spikes (Nspikes > 1) was highly sensitive to the effects
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Figure 6: Variants affect the coding of information in L5PCs. 1000 synapses were distributed to each of the regions
listed in Table 2A. Different input combinations (128 in total) where synapses in these seven regions were either silent or
simultaneously activated were used as inputs. The output of the Hay-model neuron was determined based on the number
of action potentials generated (0–3) and the level of intracellular Ca2+ concentration (low, medium, or large). A: The
maximal conductance of each synaptic input (when activated) was half of threshold value in the underlying dendritic region
for inducing a spike (Table 2A). The seven panels show the numbers of spikes induced (top) and the Ca2+ response in the
regions 1–6 (six panels below) for each of the 128 input combinations. Upper rows of these panels show the control L5PC
data, and the lower rows show the data from the CACNA1C variant of Figure 2. On the left-hand side of each panel, the
Hamming distance between these data are shown (the average Hamming distance across all variants is in the parentheses).
The CACNA1C variant affected the output of the neuron in terms of both numbers of spikes (the variant caused more spikes
to be induced) and the Ca2+ response (the variant reduced the [Ca2+]) for certain input combinations. Below the panels,
the 128 input combinations corresponding to the shown outputs are illustrated — the combinations with fewest active inputs
are on the left-hand side and those with the highest numbers of active inputs are on the right. B: Compiled spike-number
data from all variants of Table A2. The L5PC is activated as in panel (A). C: Output diversities of the variants of Figure
2. The input combinations were the same as in panels (A) and (B), but the maximal conductance of each synapse was fixed
(shown on the x-axis). The y-axis shows the output diversity, i.e., number of unique output patterns among the 128 output
patterns, for the given conductance.

of the variants in the Almog model (Figure S8B), causing a large average dH (25.62 in the Almog model, 3.46 in the Hay
model). Moreover, the correlation between f-I curve integral and predicted neuron output diversity across the variants was
slightly larger for small input conductances (0.83) than for large input conductances (0.75) (Table 3C), which was opposite
to Hay model predictions. Nevertheless, in a fashion similar to Hay model, the predicted output diversity had an inverted
U-shaped curve with respect to the single-synapse conductance (Figure S8C). Except for the ATP2B2, HCN1, and KCNB1
variants, which had a minuscule effect on the output diversity in the Hay model (Figure 6C), the variants had qualitatively
similar effects on the output diversity in the two models (Figures 6C, S8C). These results confirm the possibility that the
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Table 4: Summary of the hypothesized effects. The table shows the effects of SCZ-associated variants (of voltage-gated
ion channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes) on the four considered single-L5PC phenotypes, i.e., prestimulus-mediated
adaptation, neuron coding capacity (output diversity), steady-state firing (f-I curve integrals), and integration of perisomatic
and apical dendritic input (during up state). These effects are hypothesized based on the correlation analysis of Table 3.
Note that as we do not have data on the effects of the SCZ-associated gene variants but we considered both gain- and
loss-of-function variants, the correlation analysis cannot confirm the sign of effect — hence, the two columns. However,
based on previous hypotheses on circuit mechanisms as well as behavioral and electrophysiological biomarkers of SCZ (see
discussion below), we hypothesized the first column as the more parsimonious alternative for the L5PC-specific effects. The
effects on the first three phenotypes were strongly correlated/anticorrelated with each other, while the effects on the length
of the time window for large dendritic response were less strongly correlated with the effects on the first three phenotypes
(see Table 3, where correlation coefficients between steady-state firing and the other three phenotypes were quantified). The
impacts can also be reflected against data from network simulations [36], where the amplitude of the prepulse adaptation
was anticorrelated with both L5PC network gain and the spectral power of the network’s response to delta oscillations —
hence, the last row of the table.

Phenotype Effect Alternative effect Source
Steady-state firing + - Figure 2

Time window for integration of apical and somatic inputs - + Figure 3
Prepulse-mediated adaptation - + Figure 5

Neuron output diversity + - Figure 6
Delta-band power in L5PC network + - [36]

SCZ-associated variants may alter the neural coding capacity in L5PCs in terms of spiking and Ca2+-transient output.
Finally, we performed the simulations of the four considered phenotypes (steady-state firing, Figure 2; interaction of the

perisomatic region and apical dendrite during up and down states, Figure 3; prepulse-mediated adaptation, Figure 5; and
coding capacity, Figure 6) for combinations of variants to illustrate how small genetic effects could produce large effects
when combined. From each gene, we chose the ε = 1

2 variant that gave the maximal increase to the f-I curve integrals in the
Hay model, except if all model variants of the underlying gene had negative effects (see Figure S3). Some of these model
variants, namely those of CACNA1C, CACNB2, and CACNA1D, imposed cumulative effects on the same model parameters
(see Table A2), but most of them affected different types of transmembrane currents. Figure 7A–D shows the effects of
this variant combination on the four phenotypes predicted with the Hay model, and Figure 7F–I shows the corresponding
predictions from the Almog model. As expected, the effects of the variant combinations were larger than those of single model
variants in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6. The coding by action potentials was also more dramatically affected by the combination of
variants (Hamming distance between control and variant output patterns 16 (Hay model, Figure 7E) and 37 (Almog model,
Figure 7J) than by the single variants (average Hamming distances 3.46 and 25.62; Figures 6A and S8A). Importantly, the
predictions of these phenotypes for the variant combinations followed the trends observed in Table 3: the combination of the
variants, scaled as ε = 1

2 (purple), increased the firing rate of the L5PC (especially for large inputs), suppressed the temporal
window of sensitivity to paired apical and somatic stimuli, decreased prepulse-inhibiting ability of the L5PC, and increased
its output diversity — and vice versa for the ε = − 1

2 scaling (green).

Discussion

In this work, we built synthetic models of SCZ-associated genetic variants following the framework of [12]. These models
described the effects of common genetic variants on voltage-dependence or kinetics of voltage-gated ion channels or the
efficiency of Ca2+ transporters, based on functional genomics data from other, rare variants and a previously described
downscaling scheme [12]. We showed that these model variants affected various properties of L5PC firing and input/output
relationships. These properties include steady-state firing (Figure 2), integration of perisomatic and apical dendritic inputs
during up and down states (Figure 3), prestimulus-mediated inhibition of a subsequent stimulus (Figure 5), as well as
neural coding and output diversity (Figure 6). While effects of single variants were small, combinations of variants showed
large effects on these phenotypes (Figure 7). Importantly, our framework enables a correlation analysis between the four
phenotypes, i.e., it allows us to predict whether the effects of the variants on a specific phenotype will correlate with those
on another phenotype, which can help in discovering their genetic architecture. These predictions are summarized in Table
4. In this work, we showed that the effects of the variants were qualitatively similar in two different neuron models (namely
the Hay model [13] and the Almog model [17]) and a number of altered models with in-between properties (see Figure 1) of
these models (Figures 2, 3, and 5). As an additional robustness analysis, we showed that these effects remain qualitatively
the same when the L5PC receives noisy, in vivo-like inputs (Figures S4 and 4). These results confirm and extend the earlier
results of [12] that showed Hay-model L5PC sensitivity to variants of SCZ-associated genes: we now have evidence that this
sensitivity applies to many types of L5PCs and can alter their coding capacity.

L5PCs, likely more than other excitatory neuron types in the cortex (cf. [57, 58]), express a wide spectrum of subtypes
that differ from each other in terms of spiking behaviour, morphology, and pattern of projection [58]. Thick-tufted L5PCs are
one of the most thoroughly characterized neocortical cell types, however, there is still a degree of diversity in the properties
they are reported to possess. In [59], no rhythmically bursting thick-tufted L5PCs were reported. By contrast, in [16], 10%
of the thick-tufted L5PCs fired repetitive bursts when stimulated with prolonged depolarizing current. Similar results were
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Figure 7: Combinations of variants can cause large effects on L5PC excitability, single-L5PC prepulse adap-
tation, and coding capacity. Panels (A)–(E) show the Hay model predictions, while (F)–(J) show the Almog model
predictions for the combination of variants of genes CACNA1C, CACNA1D, CACNB2, CACNA1I, ATP2A2, SCN1A, and
KCNB1. See Table A2 for details on the variants selected for this experiment and Figure S3 for comparison of the steady-
state firing behaviour of these variants with that of other variants. In panels (A)–(D) and (F)–(I), the blue curves represent
the control neuron behaviour, while the other colors represent combinations of differently scaled variants (purple: ε = 1

2 ,
gray: ε = 1

4 , cyan: ε = − 1
4 , green: ε = − 1

2 ). A, F: f-I curves, see Figure 2C–D for single-variant effects. B, G: Windows
of sensitivity to paired apical and somatic stimuli, see Figure 3D–E for single-variant effects. The upper panels show the
data from the up-state experiment (solid lines), and the lower panels show the data from the down-state experiment (dashed
lines). C, H: Prepulse adaptation curves, see Figure 5C–D for single-variant effects. D, I: Output diversity curves, see
Figures 6C and S8C for single-variant effects. E, J: Coding by action potentials, see Figures 6A and S8A for single-variant
effects. The upper rows in (E) and (J) represent the control neuron output patterns (number of spikes displayed for each of
the 128 input patterns), while the lower rows represent the output patterns of the combination of ε = 1

2 variants.

obtained in a study of layers V and VI of the prefrontal cortex, but only for pyramidal neurons in layer VI [33]. It is therefore
fitting that of the two models we employed, the Almog model shows rhythmical bursting in response to a prolonged square-
pulse current while the Hay model does not. In this work, basing on simulation results, we suggested that the conductance of
the voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and the magnitude of the SK currents (and possibly the fast Na+ channel conductance) are
crucial factors in determining this electrical property. Namely, in both Hay and Almog models, decreasing the conductance
of the voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (which resulted in smaller SK currents) increased the number of spikes within bursts, but
this effect was conditional on the conductance of fast Na+ channels (Hay model) or SK channels (Almog model) being larger
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than baseline (Figure 1). Nevertheless, while all the altered Almog models produced typical L5PC-like firing behaviour,
many of the more radically altered Hay models too easily induced a Ca2+-Na+ spike when stimulated at the dendrite (see
Table S1), although their responses to somatic stimuli were well constrained (Figure 2C). It is likely that many alternative
parameter changes (as well as morphological variations [60]) could produce similar or more realistic effects on the firing
pattern in the Hay model, but a detailed characterization of these relationships is out of the scope of the present work.

Given the variety of models used in this work, it is rather surprising that the model variants have qualitatively similar
effects on the firing behaviour across the models (e.g., correlation coefficient between the f-I curve integrals of the variants
in Hay and Almog models was on average 0.69 ± 0.08; Table S3). This is a reassuring sign of the sensitivity of the L5PC
input/output relationship to variants in SCZ-associated ion-channel or Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes. Consistency in
this regard is important in the light of the morphological and electrophysiological variations in L5PCs within and between
species [61, 62]. The observation of qualitative similarity between neuron responses to noiseless and noisy inputs (Figures
S4 and 4) is less surprising, but nevertheless further confirms the robustness of the predicted effects of SCZ-associated genes
on L5PC behaviour.

Previously, impairments of apical dendritic functions have been suggested as a cause for mental disorder symptoms.
Namely, overexcitability of the apical dendrite was suggested to lead to faulty perceptions whereas its underactivation was
suggested to worsen the contextualization of perception [5, 4]. In SCZ, both deficits are expressed on a behavioural level,
but it is not known which of the cellular-level deficits, if any, are present in L5PCs. Our results show that variants of
SCZ-associated ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes can affect the sensitivity of coincidence detection between
the soma and the apical dendrite. Moreover, our correlation analyses (Table 3 and 4) lend support for a decreased rather
than increased temporal sensitivity of apical-perisomatic integration of inputs, while the overall excitability of the L5PC is
increased. This is surprising, as an increased sensitivity to temporally near-coincident inputs would often be considered a
sign of increased neuronal excitability. The cause for this mismatch is likely to be the bimodal effects of voltage-gated Ca2+

currents in L5PCs due to the SK currents, as analyzed in [38]. Let us illustrate this by considering the CACNA1C variant
of Figures 2, 3 and 5 as an example. This variant increased the mid-point voltage of activation and decreased the mid-point
voltage of inactivation of the HVA Ca2+ channels (Table A2). This should decrease the immediate Ca2+ influx in response
to activation by depolarizing currents — this is indeed seen in Figure 3E as a decreased membrane potential transient in the
dendrite compared to control neuron and thus a narrower temporal window of coincidence detection. However, decreased
Ca2+ influx during the stimulus means also a decreased activation of SK currents, which would render the neuron more
excitable for the subsequent stimuli [38]. This is reflected as an increased overall f-I curve (Figure 2C–D) and a decreased
threshold for subsequent action potentials (Figure 5E–F) for the particular variant. Therefore, if L5PC activity is affected
by SCZ-associated voltage-gated ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding variants, the single-cell excitability is likely to
be bimodally affected such that the L5PCs are more excitable when constantly bombarded by excitatory inputs but less
excitable when abruptly activated by coincident inputs at the apical dendrite and the perisomatic region. Thus, our results
suggest that out of the two hypothesized behavioural phenotypes [5], an impaired contextualization of perception in SCZ
could be due to deficits in integration of sudden, strong inputs to L5PC, while faulty perceptions could be due to increased
L5PC firing activity in response to long-lasting barrage of synaptic inputs. However, these speculations assume a common
genetic influence of voltage-gated ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes on these phenotypes, while in fact many
parallel SCZ-associated genetic pathways may interact under various metabolic states [86] and contribute to the behavioural
phenotypes. Moreover, the SK channels are largely affected by neuromodulation, and thus the contribution of the variants
to the abovementioned scenarios may be largely dependent on the neuromodulatory state of the neuron.

Counteracting and compensating genetic and cellular mechanisms that diminish the effects of variants of voltage-gated
ion-channel and Ca2+ transporter-encoding genes are likely to exist, but they are not considered in this work. Nevertheless,
compensatory mechanisms, even if present, would probably not restore all properties of the neurons and neuronal circuits
but would rather leave certain other network properties altered in one way or another. For example, synaptic scaling that
counteracted the increased L5PC firing did not compensate for a variant-induced increase in delta oscillation power in our
previous network modelling study [36], which is consistent with the qualitative difference between the impact of synaptic
scaling on steady-state firing under in vivo-like synaptic inputs (Figure S4D) and the effects of our model variants (Figure
S4B) reported in this work.

In our discussion of the interaction between apical and somatic zones of integration we have so far concentrated on
coincidence detection as its function. However, the particular shape and electrophysiological characteristics of L5PCs allows
the apical dendrite to act as a modulator that amplifies or attenuates the cell’s responses to its basal inputs [63, 6]. In this
mode of operation apical input does not determine whether the L5PC neuron responds or not, but affects how strongly it
responds to its basal and perisomatic inputs, i.e., how many action potentials are generated and how large are the induced
Ca2+ transients. In contrast to the notion of coincidence detection, this perspective on apical function emphasises the clear
asymmetry in the effects of apical and basal input. It is important to see that it may not be the case that apical inputs to
L5PCs are dichotomously either driving or amplifying but may be driving or amplifying to different extents. This would
then be compatible with computational [64] and experimental [65] evidence that inputs to the apical dendrite can also in
some cases have a driving effect, either in addition to or instead of having an amplifying effect. There could well be major
developmental changes in the balance between driving and amplifying effects of apical depolarization, and this may be a
fertile ground for further studies of the genetic bases and pathophysiology of SCZ. For an initial discussion of this matter,
see [63]. We leave a more detailed analysis on how SCZ-associated genes affect the mode of apical function in L5PCs for
future work.

The analysis of neural coding in L5PCs (Figures 6 and S8) reveals an additional aspect on how the input/output
relationship of an L5PC depends on the SCZ-associated genes. Traditionally, the intracellular Ca2+ dynamics have not been
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considered as a constituent to the output of the neuron in neural coding studies. However, it is known that large Ca2+

transients are able to cause long-lasting synaptic changes that are, on a longer time scale, an important contributor to the
activity of both the neuron itself and its downstream neurons. We therefore consider both Ca2+ transients in the dendrites
and the immediate L5PC spiking response (number of action potentials for a given stimulus) as the output of the neuron.
According to a widely adopted phenomenological model (reviewed in [66]), Ca2+ transients that exceed a certain (lower)
threshold cause long-term depression in the synaptic strength, while Ca2+ transients that exceed another (higher) threshold
cause potentiation. In this work, we considered these outcomes at each of the 6 (Hay model) or 7 (Almog model) defined
dendritic regions separately in addition to the spike count (which was constrained to 3 or less). This means that there were in
theory 4×36 (Hay) or 4×37 (Hay) possible outcomes for a given input. However, Figures 6C and S8C show that only a small
fraction (up to 20–40) of these outcomes was obtained for spatially homogeneous inputs of a given amplitude. Interestingly,
this fraction, representing the output diversity of the neuron, and its dependence on the strength of the underlying synaptic
stimuli were influenced by the SCZ-associated genes.

While a decrease in the output diversity could represent a lowered responsiveness of the neuron, an increased output
diversity could by contrast be, when too extreme, a cause for instability in the neuronal network. Limited range of output
diversity may also reflect a better metabolic strategy [67]. Table 3D shows that an increased output diversity (for larger
synaptic conductances) is strongly associated with a decrease in the predicted adaptation (Figure 5) and an increase in the
overall L5PC excitability (Figure 2). These predicted phenotypes can be considered single-cell correlates of a deficit in the
PPI of the startle and an excessively efficient integration of sensory and context-dependent inputs, respectively, both of
which have been either widely observed in (PPI, [55]) or hypothesized to be linked to (excessive sensitivity in hallucinations,
[4]) SCZ. Supporting evidence for the increased rather than decreased excitability of pyramidal cells in SCZ patients is also
obtained from experimental models of SCZ. In [68] and [69], increased pyramidal cell excitability was observed in medial
prefrontal cortical slices of DISC1 -mutated mice and neuron cultures from 22q11.2-deleted mice, respectively. The increased
L5PC excitability could also be an important factor to the increased delta power in SCZ patients [70, 71], as suggested by
our previous modelling studies [72, 36]. This points toward a new hypothesis of SCZ-associated gene variants increasing the
neuron output diversity and thus possibly pushing the cortical network to an unstable state. What is meant by this is that
the L5PCs of SCZ patients, allowed by the larger neuronal coding capacity, may express more heterogeneity in their modes
of spiking and plasticity than those of healthy controls. When this heterogeneity is present in many cells in the local circuits,
it might lead to network dynamics that are more sensitive to perturbations. This hypothesis is a cell type-specific (although
likely generalizable to other pyramidal neurons), genetically based adaptation of a higher-level hypothesis of an excessive
noise in information processing in SCZ [73, 74] (reviewed in [75]).

Quantifying the output diversity requires discretization of the continuous-time-continuous-state variables, namely, the
membrane potential and intracellular Ca2+ concentration. For membrane potential, we only considered the number of action
potentials (following the “rate code” paradigm), although their timing might also be important (the “temporal coding”
paradigm) [76]. For the Ca2+ concentration, we only considered the maximal amplitude, although their duration and spatial
distribution are also imperative for the plasticity outcome [66]. The results obtained in this work are subject to the choice
of the thresholds for moderate and high Ca2+ amplitudes. These thresholds likely contribute to the exact shape of the
output diversity curves as well as other properties of Figures 6 and S8 — however, the two models predicted similar results
for the effects of the variants, especially in the case of large synaptic drive. Moreover, the stimulus protocol was simple in
the sense that all synaptic inputs were activated only once, simultaneously. Future modelling work should address the way
different spatio-temporal input patterns affect the output pattern of the neuron. Furthermore, special attention should be
paid to the method for quantifying the difference between two output patterns. In this work, we only used the Hamming
distance (number of non-identical entries) for quantifying the difference between two output patterns. However, alternative
information theoretic measures could be applied, such as normalized compression distance [77], which was previously used to
quantify the differences in several types of dynamical data, including electrocardiogram time courses [78], spiking neuronal
network activity [79], and Boolean network outputs [80, 81]. In addition, more specialized measures of spike train difference
that assess not only the difference between numbers of spikes but also their timing (see, e.g., [82, 83]) could be applied.
Further information theoretic analysis could be carried out using approaches delineated in [75]. These aspects are left for
future work.

A significant hindrance in SCZ research is the lack of clearly defined cellular phenotypes that would entail both the
genetic background and the symptomatic, functional pathway of the disease as well as symptom manifestations. Two of the
most widely suggested SCZ cellular and network-level mechanisms, namely, the NMDA receptor hypofunction hypothesis [84]
and the hypothesis on GABAergic interneuron dysfunctions [85], come close to such a concept, although these phenotypes
capture only a fraction of the genetic pathways implicated in SCZ [86]. Here, we compared the effects of our model variants on
L5PC firing to the modelled effects NMDA and GABA hypofunctions. In our single-neuron experiments, where the L5PC was
bombarded by spontaneous glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs in addition to a perisomatic depolarizing current, we showed
that changes in NMDA- and GABA-receptor conductance led to altered firing behaviour across the perisomatic stimulus
intensities; see Figure S4D). Thus, these alterations contribute to changes in L5PC excitability, but not to altered L5PC gain
as many of the model variants of especially Ca2+ channel and transporter-encoding genes (see Figure 2). Nevertheless, both
previously applied synaptic impairments and our altered voltage-gated ion-channel functions have been shown to lead to
SCZ-like abnormalities in neural oscillations and spectral responses in network simulations [87, 88, 36]. Moreover, increased
intrinsic pyramidal cell excitability (caused by variants of ion-channel-encoding genes as studied here) could lead to increased
E/I ratio and glutamate spillover in a fashion similar to the hypothesized mechanism of NMDA receptor hypofunction in
GABAergic neurons [89] and could have symptomatic consequences as well [6]. Thus, common variants of voltage-gated
ion-channel-encoding genes could be considered another plausible pathway integrating new aspects of SCZ genomics with
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hypothesized cellular and network-level disease mechanisms of SCZ. The most likely scenario is that the effects of these
variants on SCZ pathophysiology depend on the variants more tightly connected to the NMDA receptor hypofunctions, but
the existence and nature of these interactions remains speculative at the moment.

Our downscaling scheme is a theoretical approach for exploring the effects of common variants of SCZ-associated genes
based on the electrophysiological properties of other variants of the same genes [12]. This approach was used as there
are currently no data on electrophysiological effects of SCZ-associated genetic variants. It should, however, be noted that
the effects of SCZ-associated genetic variants may also be mediated by altered gene-regulation mechanisms, and not only
by differences in the functions of wild-type and variant proteins. Moreover, it is possible that the SCZ-associated genetic
variants have nonlinear, systemic effects more complex than the ones predicted in Figure 7. Nevertheless, our results provide
an analysis for effects of many kinds of genetic alterations in the associated genes. The changes in voltage-dependence or
kinetics of the modelled transmembrane currents, as listed in Table A1, could be caused by altered balance of channel-subunit
expression (cf. [90, 91]) as well as directly by variants in the protein-coding domains. Experimental studies should be carried
out to confirm which of the two modes of alterations, if either, are caused by the SCZ-associated genetic variants. Future
modelling work could pinpoint specific types of input patterns for which the L5PC responses are altered by the SCZ-associated
variants and thus help make hypotheses on the altered single-cell and circuit behaviour in the mental disease. A challenge
for future computational and experimental studies is to find out how our hypothesis of altered voltage-gate ion-channel and
Ca2+-transporter functions in SCZ compares to or complements the previously proposed hypotheses on SCZ, such as the
NMDA receptor hypofunction hypothesis [84] and the hypothesis on GABAergic interneuron dysfunctions [85].
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Appendix



Table A1: Table of the genetic variants used in this study. The first column of the table shows the gene that the variant
studied in the named reference affected. The second and third columns show the current species and the model parameters
that are affected by the variant, “offm” and “offh” meaning the mid-points of activation and inactivation, respectively, “slom”
and “sloh” their slopes, and “taum” and “tauh” their time constants. These parameter names may refer to multiple model
parameters: For example, for HVA Ca2+ currents, a change in “offm” means a concurrent change in parameters Voffma and
Voffmb, while “offh” refers to parameters Voffha and Voffhb, “slom” to Vsloma and Vslomb, “sloh” to Vsloha and Vslohb, “taum”
to τma and τmb, and “tauh” to τha and τhb. See model equations for details. The fourth column shows the direction and
magnitude of the effect, ±x mV referring to a shift of the middle-point of the (in)activation curve by an absolute number
of millivolts, and ±x% referring to a percentage change in the underlying quantity. In some cases, several variants were
considered in a single study. Here, the variants are categorized by their type when necessary (e.g., in [92] several variants of
four loci, of which three were in pore-lining IS6 segment and two in bundle-crossing region of segment IIS6, were considered,
and the variants are here categorized according to the segment they acted on). The fifth column names the type of variant
used, while the sixth and seventh columns show the cell type in which the effects are measured and the animal species used
in the study. The final column gives relevant extra information. The variants are listed in the same order as in Table A1.
The table is an extended version of the corresponding table in [12].

Gene Current Parameter Effect Type of variant Cell type Animal Notes

CACNA1C [92] ICaHVA offm -25.9..-1.4mV L429T, L434T, S435T, TSA201 human These represent variant of the
offh -27.0..-3.8mV S435A, S435P IS6 segment

CACNA1C [92] ICaHVA offm -37.3..-9.7mV L779T, I781T, I781P TSA201 human These are variants of IIS6 segment. Double
offh -30.0..-11.8mV (IIS6+IS6) mutant effects seem additive

CACNA1C [93] ICaHVA offm -31.4..+7.0mV G432X, A780X, G1193X, TSA201 human / Double mutant G432S/S435G not
slom -15..+45% A1503X rabbit considered
offh -28.5..+16.3mV
sloh -28%..+38%

CACNA1C [94] ICaHVA offm -38.5..+12.9mV I781X, C769P, G770P, N771P, TSA201 human Data for co-expression with both b1a and b2a.
slom -54..+56% I773P, F778P, L779P, A780P, Here, the maximal deviation from the

A782P, V783P corresponding wild-type value taken

CACNA1C [95] ICaHVA offm -27.8..+8.7mV I781T, N785A, N785G, N785L TSA201 human Double mutants not included
slom -11%..+14% (effects do not seem additive)
offh -19.1..+4.7mV

CACNA1C [96] ICaHVA offm -11.2..+1.0mV Splice variants a1C77-A, -B, TSA201 human Slopes for activation curves visibly different,
offh -3.1..-0.3mV -C and -D but fits not carried out (do not fit well
sloh +3%..+24% to Boltzmann curve)

CACNA1D [97] ICaHVA offm -10.9..-8.5mV Splice variant 42A TSA201 / human / The splice variant is expressed in rat and
[98] slom -27..-13% HEK293 rat / human brain, thus both signs of effects

offh -3.0..+3.5mV mouse could be possible. Here, the long form
sloh -12..-19% was considered the “control” and
tauh +25% the short form (42A) the variant

CACNA1D [97] ICaHVA offm -10.6..+3.4mV Splice variant 43S TSA201 / human / The splice variant is expressed in rat and
[98] slom -20..+12% HEK293 rat / human brain, thus both signs of effects

offh -5.3..+1.2mV mouse could be possible. Here, the long form
sloh -34..-8% was considered the “control” and
tauh -28% the short form (43S) the variant

CACNA1D [99] ICaHVA offm +3.5..+6.6mV Homozygous knock-out AV node / mouse Some time constants compared between
[100] slom -25..+19% chromaffin single tau fits (as double tau fits

tauh -50..+12% cells not always well fitted)

CACNA1D [101] ICaHVA offm -9.8mV A749G TSA201 human Also G407R and co-transfection with WT
slom -20% studied, but in these cases the
offh -15.4mV inactivation was too deficient
sloh +5% to be included here

CACNA1D [102] ICaHVA offm -24.2..+6.1mV V259D, I750M, P1336R TSA201 human
slom -30..+24%
offh -14.5..-3.6mV
sloh -28%..+28%
tauh +43%..+252%

CACNA1D [103] ICaHVA offm -17.8..-13.1mV rCav1.3scg variant and TSA201 human / Double/triple mutants studied as well but
slom -19..-0% related mutants 7M2K, rat they did not produce any stronger effects.
tauh -23%..+31% S244G, V1104A, and A2075V Effects measured w.r.t. rCav1.3L

CACNB2 [104] ICaHVA offh -5.2mV T11I TSA201 human Small effects on offm ignored
sloh -31%

CACNB2 [105] ICaHVA taum +70% A1B2 vs A1 alone HEK293 human / mouse

CACNB2 [106] ICaHVA offm -4.9..+4.9mV Splice variants N1, N3, N4, HEK293 human /
offh -5.1..+5.1mV and N5 mouse
taum -40%..+68%
tauh -40%..+66%

CACNB2 [107] ICaHVA tauh +26% D601E TSA201 human

CACNA1I [108] ICaLVA offm -0.2..+1.3mV Alternative splicing of HEK293 human Maximum of effects at -40 or 0 mV
offh -0.5..+1.6mV exons 9 and 33 on kinetics considered. Changes in
taum -13..+45% slopes were minuscule and thus ignored
tauh -20..+8%

CACNA1I [109] ICaLVA offm -4.3..-1.2mV Truncated cDNAs L4, L6 and HEK293 human / Changes in slopes and decays nonsignificant.
slom +5..+14% L9 rat Slopes included but time constants not
offh -4.4..-1.9mV (diverse asymptotes make comparison
sloh -11%..+4% difficult)
taum -47%..-15%
tauh -54%..+1%

ATP2A2 [110] (none) γ -30..-40% Heterozygous null mutation myocytes mouse

ATP2B2 [111] (none) τdecay +15..+113% Heterozygous knockout Purkinje mouse Compensatory mechanisms may

cells prevent larger effects

ATP2B2 [112] (none) τdecay +32..+50% Homozygous knockout Purkinje mouse

cmin +40% cells

ATP2B2 [113] (none) τdecay +53..+345% G283S-, G293S-mutant CHO human / mouse +53% for G293S, +345% for G283S

ATP2B2 [114] (none) cmin +10% E584K-, T692K-mutant Hair cells human / mouse Other smaller-effect variants studied too

SCN1A [115] INat offm -0.3mV Q1489K Cultured human / Slow inactivation could not be
offh +5.0mV neocortical rat studied in detail in neurons
slom +15% cells
sloh +23%

SCN1A [116] INat offm +2.8mV L1649Q TSA201 human Electrophysiology done with the
offh +6.3..+9.6mV corresponding mutation L1636Q in the
slom -1.6% homologous SCN5A gene due to instabilities
sloh +4.2% in recombinant bacteria

SCN1A [117] INat offm -4.0mV R859H TSA201 human Persistent current also modified
offh -5.8mV in mutant channels, but this is
slom -8% not taken into account here
sloh +13%
tauh +43..+47%

SCN1A [117] INat offm -8.1mV R865G TSA201 human Persistent current also modified
offh +2.2mV in mutant channels, but this is
slom -3% not taken into account here
sloh -3%
tauh +26..+59%

SCN1A [118] INat offm +6.0mV T1174S TSA201 human Data pooled with hbeta1 and hbeta2
slom +16% subunit coexpression. Difference
tauh +29% in inactivation nonsignificant

SCN1A [119] INat offm +10.0mV M145T TSA201 human
offh -0.6mV
slom +15%
sloh +14%
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Table A1 continued.

Gene Current Parameter Effect Type of variant Cell type Animal Notes

HCN1 [120] Ih offh -2.1..-26.5mV D135W, D135H, D135N HEK293 mouse Other mutations studied as well, but
sloh -12..-36% they changed the current too radically

HCN1 [121] Ih offh -25.9..+17.7mV E229A, K230A, G231A, M232A, Oocytes mouse /
sloh -40..+3% D233A, S234A, E235G, V236A, xenopus

Y237A, EVY235-237DDD

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm +5mV T203K mutant HEK293 human / Double mutations

offh +3mV mouse studied as well,
slom +11% but they are not
sloh -14% included here
taum -50%
tauh -47%

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm +1mV T203D mutant HEK293 human /

offh -6mV mouse
slom +22%
sloh +0%
taum -11%
tauh -13%

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm +6mV S347K mutant HEK293 human /

offh -8mV mouse
slom +33%
sloh +0%
taum -50%
tauh -13%

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm -28mV S347D mutant HEK293 human /

offh -27mV mouse
slom +11%
sloh -29%
taum +13%
tauh +127%

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm +14mV T203W mutant HEK293 human /

offh -21mV mouse
slom +100%
sloh +0%
taum -61%
tauh +20%

KCNB1 [122] IKp offm -13mV S347W mutant HEK293 human /

offh -13mV mouse
slom +33%
sloh -29%
taum -5%
tauh +413%

KCNMA1 [123] IBK offm -13.8..+57.0mV E912A, D916A, N918A HEK293 mouse / Double mutant not
taum -49..+175% Q920A, D923A mutants human included here

KCNMA1 [124] IBK offm +27.8..+49.2mV Slo1C-KvT, Slo1C-Kv-minT Oocytes mouse / xenopus

KCNMA1 [125] IBK offm 0..+16mV hbr5 Oocytes human / Effects estimated
taum +491% xenopus from figure

KCNMA1 [126] IBK offm -5..+15mV e9alt, e9+e9alt HEK293 human / Effects estimated
taum -87..0% mouse from figure

KCNMA1 [127] IBK offm -58..+3mV e20, e21(STREX), e22 HEK293 mouse / human



Table A2: Table for the effects of the genetic variants on model parameters. The first column names the gene
and the study in which the gene variant was analyzed. The second column shows the effect of the variant on the model
parameters, “offm” and “offh” meaning the mid-points of activation and inactivation, respectively, “slom” and “sloh” their
slopes, and “taum” and “tauh” their time constants. The third column shows the threshold scaling parameter of the variant.
all models. The rows separated by horizontal lines correspond to different entries of Table A1: If the corresponding study
showed a large range of effects on single model parameters, the endpoints of such ranges are here treated as different variants
that are downscaled independently of each other. Stars (?) mark the variants used in Figure 2, and the crosses (×) mark
the variants included in the combination of variants in Figure 7. The final two columns show the scaling coefficients in the
unaltered Hay and Almog models — see Table S2 for the data with the altered models.

Gene Parameter changes cHay cAlmog

CACNA1C [92] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -25.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -27.0 mV c = 0.066 c = 0.095

CACNA1C [92] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -37.3 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -30.0 mV c = 0.042 c = 0.059

CACNA1C [93] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.043 c = 0.070

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.101 c = 0.222

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.049 c = 0.074

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.076 c = 0.268

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.031 c = 0.065

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.208 c = 0.263

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.034 c = 0.067

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.290 c = 0.269

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.058 c = 0.070

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.059 c = 0.262 ? ×
Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.071 c = 0.078

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -28.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.049 c = 0.258

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.038 c = 0.077

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.85; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.176 c = 0.259

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -31.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.038 c = 0.067

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +7.0 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.45; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +16.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.38 c = 0.113 c = 0.304

CACNA1C [94] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -38.5 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.46 c = 0.028 c = 0.050

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +12.9 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.46 c = 0.123 c = 0.143

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -38.5 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.56 c = 0.035 c = 0.064

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +12.9 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.56 c = 0.063 c = 0.165

CACNA1C [95] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -27.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.89; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -19.1 mV c = 0.052 c = 0.054

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +8.7 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.89; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -19.1 mV c = 0.077 c = 0.220

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -27.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.14; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -19.1 mV c = 0.057 c = 0.078

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +8.7 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.14; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -19.1 mV c = 0.069 c = 0.251

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -27.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.89; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +4.7 mV c = 0.042 c = 0.079

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +8.7 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.89; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +4.7 mV c = 0.145 c = 0.252

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -27.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.14; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +4.7 mV c = 0.044 c = 0.062

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +8.7 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.14; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +4.7 mV c = 0.119 c = 0.183

CACNA1C [96] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -11.2 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -3.1 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.24 c = 0.157 c = 0.188

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +1.0 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -3.1 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.24 c = 0.236 c = 1.625

CACNA1D [97], [98] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.9 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.73; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -3.0 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.81; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.25 c = 0.083 c = 0.183

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.9 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.73; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +3.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.81; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.25 c = 0.075 c = 0.187

CACNA1D [97], [98] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.8; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.080 c = 0.221

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +3.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.8; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.424 c = 0.502

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.12; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.094 c = 0.215

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +3.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.12; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.3 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.663 c = 0.506

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.8; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +1.2 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.072 c = 0.213

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +3.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.8; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +1.2 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.274 c = 0.500

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -10.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.12; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +1.2 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.083 c = 0.212

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +3.4 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.12; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +1.2 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.66; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.72 c = 0.341 c = 0.625

CACNA1D [99], [100] Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.75; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.5 c = 0.190 c = 0.283

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.19; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.5 c = 0.123 c = 0.242

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.75; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.12 c = 0.209 c = 0.244

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.6 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.19; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.12 c = 0.130 c = 0.246

CACNA1D [101] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -9.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.8; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -15.4 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.05 c = 0.181 c = 0.225

CACNA1D [102] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -24.2 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.7; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.045 c = 0.083

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.1 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.7; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.318 c = 0.259 ×
Voffm∗,CaHVA: -24.2 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.24; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.053 c = 0.088

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.1 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.24; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.72; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.152 c = 0.263

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -24.2 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.7; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.28; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.059 c = 0.095

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.1 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.7; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.28; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.105 c = 0.282

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -24.2 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.24; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.28; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.074 c = 0.096

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +6.1 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *1.24; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -14.5 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *1.28; τh∗,CaHVA: *3.52 c = 0.076 c = 0.313

CACNA1D [103] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -17.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.81; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.77 c = 0.065 c = 0.126

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -17.8 mV; Vslom∗,CaHVA: *0.81; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.31 c = 0.063 c = 0.116



Table A2 continued.

Gene Parameter changes cHay cAlmog

CACNB2 [104] Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.2 mV; Vsloh∗,CaHVA: *0.69 c = 0.371 c > 2.000

CACNB2 [105] τh∗,CaHVA: *1.7 c > 2.000 c > 2.000

CACNB2 [106] Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.194 c = 0.537

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.278 c = 0.364

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.131 c = 0.569

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 1.153 c = 0.409

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 1.201 c = 0.449

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.105 c = 0.384

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.373 c = 0.453

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *0.6 c = 0.144 c = 0.381

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.189 c = 0.464

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.342 c = 0.312 ×
Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.122 c = 0.516

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *0.6; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c > 2.000 c = 0.418

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.848 c = 0.422

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: -5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.113 c = 0.412

Voffm∗,CaHVA: -4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.320 c = 0.396

Voffm∗,CaHVA: +4.9 mV; Voffh∗,CaHVA: +5.1 mV; τm∗,CaHVA: *1.68; τh∗,CaHVA: *1.66 c = 0.157 c = 0.363

CACNB2 [107] τh∗,CaHVA: *1.26 c > 2.000 c > 2.000

CACNA1I [108] Voffma,CaLVA: +1.3 mV; Voffha,CaLVA: +1.6 mV; τm∗,CaLVA: *0.87; τh∗,CaLVA: *0.8 c = 1.925 c = 1.875

Voffma,CaLVA: +1.3 mV; Voffha,CaLVA: +1.6 mV; τm∗,CaLVA: *1.45; τh∗,CaLVA: *0.8 c > 2.000 c = 0.693

CACNA1I [109] Voffma,CaLVA: -4.3 mV; Vsloma,CaLVA: *1.14; Voffha,CaLVA: -4.4 mV; Vsloha,CaLVA: *0.89; τm∗,CaLVA: *0.53; τh∗,CaLVA: *0.46 c = 1.040 c = 0.633 ×
Voffma,CaLVA: -4.3 mV; Vsloma,CaLVA: *1.14; Voffha,CaLVA: -4.4 mV; Vsloha,CaLVA: *1.04; τm∗,CaLVA: *0.53; τh∗,CaLVA: *0.46 c = 0.846 c = 0.345

ATP2A2 [110] γ
[Ca2+]

: *0.6 c = 0.179 c = 0.189 ? ×

ATP2B2 [111] τ
[Ca2+]

: *1.97 c = 0.149 c = 0.305 ?

ATP2B2 [112] τ
[Ca2+]

: *1.5; c
min,[Ca2+]

: *1.4 c = 0.137 c = 0.484

ATP2B2 [113] τ
[Ca2+]

: *4.45 c = 0.067 c = 0.136

ATP2B2 [114] c
min,[Ca2+]

: *1.1 c = 0.664 c > 2.000

SCN1A [115] Voffm,Nat: -0.3 mV; Voffh,Nat: +5 mV; Vslom,Nat: *1.15; Vsloh,Nat: *1.23 c = 0.036 c = 0.005

SCN1A [116] Voffm,Nat: +2.8 mV; Voffh,Nat: +9.6 mV; Vslom,Nat: *0.984; Vsloh,Nat: *1.042 c = 0.118 c = 0.015

SCN1A [117] Voffm,Nat: -4.0 mV; Voffh,Nat: -5.8 mV; Vslom,Nat: *0.92; Vsloh,Nat: *1.13; τh∗,Nat: *1.47 c = 0.133 c = 0.223 ?

SCN1A [117] Voffm,Nat: -8.1 mV; Voffh,Nat: +2.2 mV; Vslom,Nat: *0.97; Vsloh,Nat: *0.97; τh∗,Nat: *1.59 c = 0.023 c = 0.004

SCN1A [118] Voffm,Nat: +6.0 mV; Vslom,Nat: *1.16; τh∗,Nat: *1.29 c = 0.049 c = 0.005

SCN1A [119] Voffm,Nat: +10.0 mV; Voffh,Nat: -0.6 mV; Vslom,Nat: *1.15; Vsloh,Nat: *1.14 c = 0.023 c = 0.003 ×
HCN1 [120] Voffm∗,h: -26.5 mV; Vslom∗,h: *0.64 c = 0.079 c = 0.008

HCN1 [121] Voffm∗,h: -25.9 mV; Vslom∗,h: *0.6 c = 0.067 c = 0.007

Voffm∗,h: +17.7 mV; Vslom∗,h: *0.6 c = 0.177 c = 0.092 ?

KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: +5 mV; Voffh,Kp: +3 mV; Vslom,Kp: *1.11; Vsloh,Kp: *0.86; τm∗,Kp: *0.5; τh∗,Kp: *0.53 c > 2.000 c = 0.171 ? ×
KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: +1 mV; Voffh,Kp: -6 mV; Vslom,Kp: *1.22; Vsloh,Kp: *1.0; τm∗,Kp: *0.89; τh∗,Kp: *1.13 c > 2.000 c = 0.049

KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: +6 mV; Voffh,Kp: -8 mV; Vslom,Kp: *1.33; Vsloh,Kp: *1.0; τm∗,Kp: *0.5; τh∗,Kp: *0.87 c > 2.000 c = 0.047

KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: -28 mV; Voffh,Kp: -27 mV; Vslom,Kp: *1.11; Vsloh,Kp: *0.71; τm∗,Kp: *1.13; τh∗,Kp: *2.27 c > 2.000 c = 0.024

KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: +14 mV; Voffh,Kp: -21 mV; Vslom,Kp: *2.0; Vsloh,Kp: *1.0; τm∗,Kp: *0.39; τh∗,Kp: *1.2 c > 2.000 c = 0.021

KCNB1 [122] Voffm,Kp: -13 mV; Voffh,Kp: -13 mV; Vslom,Kp: *1.33; Vsloh,Kp: *0.71; τm∗,Kp: *0.95; τh∗,Kp: *5.13 c > 2.000 c = 0.026

KCNMA1 [123] Voffm,BK: -13.8 mV; τm∗,BK: *0.51 c = N/A c = 1.795

Voffm,BK: +57.0 mV; τm∗,BK: *0.51 c = N/A c > 2.000

Voffm,BK: -13.8 mV; τm∗,BK: *2.75 c = N/A c = 1.841

Voffm,BK: +57.0 mV; τm∗,BK: *2.75 c = N/A c > 2.000

KCNMA1 [124] Voffm,BK: +49.2 mV c = N/A c > 2.000

KCNMA1 [125] Voffm,BK: +16 mV; τm∗,BK: *5.91 c = N/A c > 2.000

KCNMA1 [126] Voffm,BK: -5 mV; τm∗,BK: *7.59 c = N/A c > 2.000

Voffm,BK: +15 mV; τm∗,BK: *7.59 c = N/A c > 2.000

KCNMA1 [127] Voffm,BK: -58 mV c = N/A c = 0.430
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